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23d breakers are undefined
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Across

1 Hitman sides with 
Central American during 
enjoyable trip which gets 
cut short (4,6)

6/10 Top circle a mess 
before beginning 
naturopathy (4,7)

11 After match kicks off, 
one is consumed by rage, 
as Alex Ferguson used to 
be (7)

12 Winner coming in to 
smell gravy? (5)

13 Theatre cat comes back 
with mysterious plant (9)

14 Freak sound waves 
were not requested (7-3)

17 Follower of foxtrot to 
whip back (4)

20 It's simple for main part 
of church to be dark blue, 
when you see ... (4)

21 Write about Poplar, 
maybe taking a bit of work 
(5,5)

23 Those absolutely skint 
mad about Norway's 
currency rising in value (9)

25 A problem being back 
in charge - it's what one 
has to face after making a 
mistake (5)

27 It's exhausting, you 
heard, to render hymns 
loudly (5,2)

28 It hurts to leave after 
nationalist talk essentially 
results in embarrassing 
blunder (3,4)

29 Epic return of leaders in 
Turkey (4)

30 I'm tacky - tidy up and 
look right! (4,6)

Down

1 Hot potato short of time 
to hold up restraint (4,5)

2 Those using 
performance-enhancing 
drugs about to be excluded 
for qualifying rounds (5)

3 Picks dull headless 
chickens (8)

4 Americans get nothing 
for a very long time (5)

5 Perhaps romantically 
involved, Grimes almost 
demolished old BBC 
studio (4,5)

7 To fix damage to a 

Rolex's innards is a 
complicated procedure (9)

8 Nobel prize-winner's 
successful treatment gets in 
first (5)

9 It was hunted in a tin 
boat (5)

15 Agreeing to animal 
coming in without 
hesitation (9)

16 11 stepped out for a 
drink (4,5)

18 Mountain track has 
enjoyable detail though 
part is missing (9)

19 Say king should leave 
country for having excess 
self-regard (8)

22 It gets boring when 
monsters aren't working (5)

23 Wastes a lot of money 
on guards partnering 
Royals (5)

24 In Denmark, cop signs 
up to be a science officer 
(5)

26 Small animal the first to 
learn to look irritated (5)


